
Supervisor Meeting Minutes 04  
Date: Tuesday, 28 August 2018 
Attendees: Charmian, Vanessa, Jasmine, Yuqi 
Absent: Clement - class, Chaw - class  
 
Agenda: 

1. Update Supervisor on Changes made 
2. Discuss Supervisor Meeting schedule 

 
Project Role: 

1. All members should have a backup role. It is okay to have 3 Quality Assurance 
 
Market Analysis: 

1. Comparing with enterprise build, content management, Survey/feedback should not 
be a full Strong circle. 

 
Risk Management: 

1. Effectiveness & Action Plan should be in past tense. 
 
Task Metrics: 

1. Range to big, should be +- 20 from 100. 
  
Bug Metrics: 

1. Change the bug count diagram. Bar should be new bugs found and the top line 
should indicate what bug we have for the iteration. Because iteration 4 - 5, bugs are 
carried over. 

 
Effort Metrics: 

1. The man hour =  time for the task * no. of people  
2. It should show the whole all iteration to iteration 13 

 
SIT: Regression Testing Diagram 
For each iteration and each group (Login/Onboarding) 

 



 
Project Timeline: 

1. Iteration date should put the end date 
2. UAT is also considered a Milestone 
3. Don’t shade the box with mile stone, just the circle iteration no. 
4. Breakdown task/feature within each iteration and use tick to indicate completion. 

a. Because we may be completed with the iteration but the feature is not 
completed. 

 
Supervisor Meeting: 

1. Slides should consist of all the slides for mid-term 
2. Have to do demo when we meet supervisor. Prepare a before vs after to showcase 

what’s improved from previous iteration. 
3. Testing should be done on every Wednesday on the second week of iteration. 
4. Supervisor meeting is still on every Tuesday 2PM, only next week is Wednesday 

2PM. 
 
UAT: 

1. Include quantitative data 
2. Try to stick to the same testers, so we do not introduce too much variables. 

Therefore, we can see what are the improvements made. 
3. Test with students 
4. Have as many participants as possible 
5. Add summary of findings in presentation 

 
 
Minutes taken by: Charmian, 3PM, vetted and edited by Jasmine  


